
Certo Six Instructions
While the majority of folders are rather straightforward affairs as far as loading, taking pictures, and rewinding
are concerned, the Certo Six is a tad different and needs a few words of explanation for the novice or first time
user. I have received more than one back from a customer who through lack of expertise and knowledge turned
a perfectly good Certo Six into a parts camera. The following a short guide to the basics of this fine unique
camera.

The first characteristic of note is that the Certo Six winds film like a "modern" camera, and in this case, from
right to left via a wind lever as opposed to the ubiquitous round knob found on 99% of folders. Actually, the
only other "classic" folder that uses a wind lever is the Dacora Royal, a competent, but much less expensive
camera - and its forte is that winding also cocks the shutter. Something even the sophisticated Certo Six does
not do. OK, on to the basics.

Loading: Is rather like all roll film cameras. First you put the 120 roll film in the film cradle and draw the film
leader to the left across the film gate to the take-up spool. Then advance the film via the lever to where the film
indexing arrows on the film backing line up with the white dot on the lower center of the film gate. Then you
close the back and at the top right you will find the frame counter. Manually turn the dial so that the small
pyramid is facing the red or green dot (about 10 o'clock). Then you just advance the take up lever till the frame
counter is at "1."

     

Now you are ready to take pictures, almost. You need to focus, cock the shutter, and then push the shutter
release. Focusing is done via the lever that lies on the bottom of the folding bed … moving tit right to left – left
to right focuses the entire lens / shutter assembly.



     

The Certo Six has a convenient focus scale on top center, but this is for reference only and not to be counted on
to be “Perfectly” accurate… trust the rangefinder through the viewfinder and the dial will give you a close
proximity to the actual distance. You are now ready to shoot… however, if the initial winding did not set the
shutter release …it won’t “push” to the left, DO NOT FORCE IT!!!!! There is a small button on the back top
rear which will disengage the shutter lock. Push this to the right, and the shutter will be ready to go. Right above
this button is the cable release socket.

     



One other interesting feature of the Certo Six is the two folding legs on the back. These “legs” allow the camera
to sit flat when the front is opened.

Other than these aforementioned special notes, the Certo Six operates like other folders. Just treat this 52 year
old classic with care, never force anything, and it will reward you with superb pictures and lots of fun and
involvement that a modern “PHD” (push-here-dummy) camera just can’t match!


